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There is no doubt that the information revolution 

that was the hallmark of the twentieth century has 

resulted in an unprecedented development in the 

means of communication, and no secret to the role 

that the Internet has begun to play in changing much 

of the pattern of practical life areas from manual 

ones.(Physical) to the technological mode 

(material), that is, that virtual space The nature of 

the storage system - the messaging system - which is 

free from the requirements of mass settlement or 

physical concentration, which is based on 

digitization of information according to a binary 

method based on numbers zero and one, due to the 

enormous facilities provided by the timely 

interaction, proximity and non-compliance with 

geographical boundaries between States, reduction 

of time and the ability to deal remotely without the 

need for direct movement, communication and even 

recognition of the party. 

To be crowned by the emergence of so-called 

electronic dealings. It has become an important 

requirement because of the many characteristics 

that this type of transaction provides to its parties, 

based primarily on the technical nature of the 

medium in which it takes place. 

 

 

 

  

Honorary President of the National 

Meeting: Mr. Director of University of 

MOstaganem 

National Meeting General Supervisor: Dr. 

AbbassaTahar Dean of the Faculty of Law and 

Political Science 

Coordinator of the National Meeting: 

Dr.Zahdor Kaoutar 

President of the National Meeting: 

 Dr. Bouker Rachida 

 

Chair of scientific committee;  

Dr .Bouzid khaled 

Chair of organizing committee; 

Dr   Ouafi hadja 

 

 

The problematic of meeting: 

Body overseeing the meeting 

 

Proof in electronic transactions 

-Between launch and restriction 

 



However, the transition from paperwork 

to digitization has opened up arguments about the 

validity of electronic transactions, and the 

question of the validity and reliability of digital 

evidence has been raised at the proof level in both 

civil and criminal material. As long as traditional 

transactions have a well-established legal system, 

electronic transactions and evidence rules are not 

sufficiently established. 

On the other hand, the prosperity of 

these types of transactions depends on their being 

conducted in a legal environment that guarantees 

security and protects the rights and freedoms of 

their parties with a fence of protection in the light 

of the illegal practices to which they may be 

subjected. However, the detection of these types 

of crimes requires electronic methods 

commensurate with their specificity. 

Hence the problem of this scientific 

forum in researching the existing legal and judicial 

system regarding the extent to which it establishes 

electronic transactions and the reliability, validity 

and strength of digital evidence in the area of 

electronic transactions?. 

 

 

الدكتورة لطروش أمينة: رئيسة اللجنة التنظيمية  
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In the light of the foregoing, and for the purpose of 

opening a constructive debate on the issue of the 

Forum, the proposed themes are as follows: 

First axis: Conceptual and legal framework for 

electronic transactions 

(Terms of electronic dealing, types of electronic 

dealing, evolution of electronic handling, electronic 

means of communication...). 

Second axis: Proof in electronic dealings in 

commercial; civil and banking materials 

(Electronic signature, electronic certification system, 

electronic writing). 

Third axis: Proof in electronic dealings in penal 

matters 

(The rules of procedure for the extraction of digital 

evidence, the power of the penal judge to accept and 

value the digital evidence, the evidentiary power of 

the digital evidence in the civil material necessary 

for the determination of the criminal proceedings...). 

Fourth  axis :  challenges to electronic evidence in 

electronic transactions and the requirements of the 

legal syste, to overcome them.... 
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Scientific committee members 
Main axes of the National Meeting: 
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1. It should be one of the main themes of the meeting, 

and it should be serious and scientific; 

2. Using the SAKKAL LAJALA ARABIC LANGUAGE 

LINE 14 with a marginalisation with the same 12-size 

font. Ada was searching in a foreign language (French, 

English), editing the entry in TIMES NEW ROMAN 

LINE 12, leaving a distance of 2.5 cm in the four sides 

of the page, no more than 20 pages and no less than 

10 pages. 

3. There cannot be more than two participants in one 

intervention. 

 Last time to send the brief intervention 

2022/04/20 

. I delay answering acceptable interventions 

2022/04/25 

. Last time to send the whole intervention. 

2022/05/15 

Note: Interventions choose value for publication in a 

collective book. 

Summaries and interventions are sent through the 

following e-mail 

 

 

  

 

Participation form: 

The participation form contains the 

following information: 

Name and surname:……… ………… 

Degree:…………………. ………… 

University Institution:… ………… 

Telephone numb…………………… 

Intervention title:………… 

The focus of the intervention:…… 

Summary of intervention:……… 

Conditions and dates of participation: 

  

rachida.bouker@univ-

mosta.dz 

Organizing committee membre 

 


